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Introduction
There is much utility in the detailed analysis of the intricate tem-

poral bone anatomy and understanding the morphologic three dimen-
sional relationships. Understanding the anatomic architecture of the 
temporal bone is of great utility for otolaryngologists, both in the pre 
and post-operative state. Conventional high resolution evaluation of 
the temporal bone provides adequate anatomic evaluation but ultra-
high resolution temporal bone imaging and evaluation with flat panel 
detector computed tomography has shed light on anatomic intricacies 
and pathologic processes not well delineated on the conventional im-
aging evaluation. Subtle pathologic processes, particularly those in-
volving the small and delicate ossicular structures, are seen to greater 
advantage on the ultrahigh resolution imaging acquisitions.

Evaluation of the temporal bone structures on a conventional 
workstation is the standard. Utilizing the ultrahigh resolution imaging 
data to view the detailed anatomic relationships in a virtual three-di-
mensional environment has not before been performed. Utilizing 
three-dimensional stereoscopic imaging with an evolution of the 
Dextroscope imaging device, we were able to add a new dimension to 
evaluating normal and pathologic temporal bones.

The objective of this preliminary study is to show the advantages 
of applying 3D Stereoscopic Imaging (3DSI) technology to high reso-
lution Flat Panel Computed Tomography (FPCT), in the evaluation of 
normal and pathologic temporal bone. Evaluation of high resolution 
FPCT source data augmented with 3DSI display has not been reported 
to date. Our objective is to show the advantage of combining these 
imaging technologies and show the potential benefit in the evaluation 
of the temporal bone anatomy and pathology.

Methods
Our study represents a retrospective evaluation of the temporal 

bones of five patients with high resolution FPCT imaging data per-
formed on Dyna CT (Siemens) between July 2017 and July 2018. 
Four of these patients were considered to be normal, one had sta-
pes prosthesis and one had superior semicircular canal dehiscence. 
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Abstract
Study background

 The objective of this preliminary presentation is to show the ad-
vantages of the application of 3D stereoscopic imaging technology 
to high resolution flat panel computed tomography in the evaluation 
of normal and pathologic temporal bone.

Methods

 Our study represents a retrospective evaluation of the temporal 
bones of five patients with high resolution flat panel computed to-
mography imaging data performed on Dyna CT (Siemens) between 
July 2017 and July 2018. Three of these patients were considered to 
be normal, one had a stapes prosthesis and one had and superior 
semicircular canal dehiscence. The data from these imaging exam-
inations was de-identified and uploaded into a 3-D stereotactic imag-
ing display unit (an advanced evolution of the Dextroscope imaging 
device), and virtually evaluated and manipulated in a three-dimen-
sional virtual environment by board certified neuroradiologists. 

Results

 The flat panel CT imaging data viewed and evaluated on the 3-D 
stereotactic imaging display unit provided an intuitive, clear, three 
dimensional and highly detailed evaluation of the temporal bone 
anatomy. Details not well evaluated on conventional temporal bone 

CT, such as on the cases with pathology, were brought into clearer 
light. Furthermore, the ability to manipulate the imaging data in a 
3D workspace provided an additional dimension and clarity to the 
regional anatomy and specifically the ossicular chain.

Conclusion

 Evaluation of this high resolution data on a 3-D stereotactic im-
aging display would serve to benefit several regional morphologic 
evaluations. The ability to manipulate the images in a 3-D workspace 
could greatly benefit surgeons in their pre-operative planning and 
post-operative evaluations. Regarding the temporal bone, precise 
evaluation of ossicular pathology, cochlear implant position and 
function would be facilitated. This presentation provides a prelimi-
nary display of the above mentioned capabilities.
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The high resolution data from these imaging examinations was 
de-identified and uploaded into a 3DSI display unit (an advanced evo-
lution of the Dextroscope imaging device), and virtually evaluated by 
board certified neuroradiologists. 

An essential key feature of our software is that it provides a 3D 
stereoscopic representation of the anatomy that can be viewed using 
a pair of electronic glasses, which helps us perceive the depth of an 
object, just as one would perceive it, naturally, in the “real-world”. To 
date, our challenge is to create the same effect, as we display the 3D 
formatted structure, created by our software, onto a “flat” paper me-
dia, without having the viewer use of electronic glasses, in a reason-
ably practical or economic way. Therefore, the results are presented 
as volume-rendered images displayed on a flat surface, without the 
depth perception effect, and therefore a “simulated” 3D display, or if 
we might be allowed to say “a 2.5D display”.

Results
A total of five patients who received imaging using FPCT were 

evaluated. Imaging evaluation was performed by board certified neu-
roradiologists in a preliminary evaluation of the three-dimensional 
imaging software. The temporal bone data was able to be manipu-
lated in a 3D workspace utilizing handheld controllers while wear-
ing special electronic glasses. Portions of the temporal bone could be 
removed with “virtual surgery” to obtain a clearer view of specific 
anatomic structures or pathologic processes. In this process, portions 
of the normal anatomy were virtually manipulated and removed in 
order to better appreciate certain regions.

Several obliquities of the Superior Semicircular Canal Dehiscence 
(SSCD) were photographed in a “2.5D” projection to add depth. The 
site of dehiscent arcuate eminence was clearly seen (Figure 1). In ad-
dition, a patient with a history of stapes prosthesis placement was 
evaluated. Again, using virtual surgery and 3D manipulation, various 
obliquities of the prosthesis were produced (Figure 2). 

Evaluation of the normal temporal bone studies was also under-
taken. 3D manipulation and virtual surgery produced detailed images 
showing the relationship of the ossicular chain in different obliquities. 
These projections cannot be produced with conventional temporal 
bone imaging. The normal relationship of the malleolus, incus, and 
stapes in three dimensions was also clearly elucidated (Figures 3-5).

Discussion
Microstructures the FPCT imaging data viewed and evaluated 

on the 3DSI unit provided an intuitive three-dimensional detailed 

evaluation of the temporal bone anatomy. Details not well evaluated 
on conventional temporal bone CT were seen to greater advantage. 
Furthermore, the ability to manipulate the imaging data in a 3D work-
space and perform “virtual surgery” provided an additional dimension 
and clarity to the sophisticated regional temporal bone micro struc-
tures.

Figure 2: Oblique cutaway into the 3-D volume rendered display demonstrating stapes 
prosthesis (large white arrow) and its articulation with the oval window (small black 
arrow). 

Figure 3: Oblique cutaway into the 3-D volume rendered display demonstrating the 
relationship of the malleus (white arrow), incus (white arrowhead), and the stapes 
(small white arrows).

Figure 1: Oblique cutaways into the 3-D volume rendered display demonstrating 
a dehiscent superior semicircular canal in various obliquities (large white arrows).

Figure 4: Oblique cutaway into the 3-D volume rendered display again demonstrating 
the relationship of the malleus (white arrow), incus (white arrowhead), and the stapes 
(small white arrows).
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The intricate anatomic architecture of the temporal bone has been 
investigated extensively. Most recently, Ultra-High Resolution Com-
puted Tomography (UHRCT) techniques using 0.5 mm to 0.25 mm 
collimation have been used to image the temporal bone structures in 
greater detail. An investigation by Yamashita, et al., demonstrated the 
anatomy of the temporal bone to be more conspicuous on UHRCT 
than on conventional CT [1]. Evaluation of the temporal bone infra-
structure has also been performed with FPCT with voxel sizes rang-
ing from 0.08 to 0.1 mm. In FPCT imaging, scanning is performed 
with a volumetric x-ray tube with a wider anode angle [2]. A flat panel 
detector is used, consisting of a film of cesium iodide scintillator crys-
tals [2]. After the imaging data undergoes a reconstruction algorithm, 
images with significantly higher spatial resolution and slightly higher 
contrast resolution than conventional multidector CT are produced 
[2].

Bartling, et al., looked at high resolution FPCT in preoperative 
temporal bone patients [3]. Evaluation at such high resolution pro-
duces a clear and detailed picture of both normal and pathologic tem-
poral bones. Studies using the high resolution technique have been 
performed comparing it to conventional CT imaging techniques in 
both normal and pathologic conditions [4]. The conspicuity of the 
temporal bone anatomic microstructure was found to be increased us-
ing the UHRCT [4]. Greater anatomic detail is of great benefit to the 
surgeon intervening in and around this eloquent region. Hiraumi, et 
al., also showed that the detailed anatomic structures of the temporal 
bone were better seen on UHRCT. 

UHRCT does have certain limitations. Bozzato, et al., investigated 
the accuracy of measurements of stapes prostheses with high reso-
lution CT. The prostheses measurements were overestimated on the 
UHRCT [5]. Using high resolution FPCT, measurements of ossicular 
prostheses may become more accurate [5]. Due to the orientation of 
the stapes, accurate imaging on conventional HRCT is difficult. The 
stapes was found to be better evaluated in an oblique axial plane [6]. 
Manipulating the imaging data in a 3D plane would provide an ad-
vantageous look at not only the stapes, but also at its relationship with 
surrounding structures. 

Superior semicircular canal dehiscence was also found to be over-
estimated on HRCT [7]. The amount of radio graphically diagnosed 
cases did not correlate with corresponding clinical symptoms [7]. The 
highly detailed evaluation of FPCT temporal bone images in a 3D 
workspace may bring to light more incidental findings and this could 
potentially be one negative aspect of this type of evaluation.

Patient radiation dose can be an issue with this type of high spa-
tial resolution imaging. Studies have looked at ways of reducing the 
patient dose while maintaining the high resolution diagnostic quali-
ty including removing the anti-scatter grid [8]. There is much utility 
of FPCT in several other situations including identifying electrode 
contact position in cochlear implants in frequency evaluations [9]. A 
number of other pathologic conditions have been shown to be more 
conspicuous on FPCT in the literature including otosclerosis [10] and 
the possibilities for future utility of this type of imaging evaluation 
are several fold.

Although this is only a preliminary study demonstrating the poten-
tial utility of this type of imaging evaluation, there were some limita-
tions. For example, the sample size was small. We intended to only 
demonstrate the potential capability of this type of imaging modality 
and further studies with larger sample sizes can be completed. In ad-
dition, only a few pathologic entities were evaluated in 3D. In future 
studies, additional pathologic processes of the temporal bone can be 
further evaluated.

Conclusion
This preliminary report looked at the relationship of the normal 

and pathologic temporal bone using data from ultra-high resolution 
flat panel CT and virtually manipulating it in a three-dimensional 
workspace. Both the normal and pathologic temporal bone structures 
were seen clearly and their relationships to surrounding structures un-
derstood in greater detail in the 3D workspace. The ability to view 
and manipulate this high resolution imaging data in 3D would greatly 
benefit surgeons in pre and postoperative evaluation. Although the 
sample size in this preliminary report is small, the findings pave the 
way for future studies evaluating a larger sample size. Evaluation of 
normal anatomy and pathologic temporal bone entities can be viewed 
in obliquities and 3D orientations not able to be reproduced on con-
ventional imaging techniques. The advantages of this level of detailed 
evaluation for the surgeon or clinician is not yet known, however this 
paper presents a pictorial review of high resolution FPCT data in a 
three-dimensional workspace.
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